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MidiDog-2 - MIDI Controller

Do you require an all-in-one ‘animal’ to remotely trigger MIDI devices?
The Nemesis MidiDog is a portable MIDI tool designed to allow remote triggering of MIDI devices. Initially conceived to allow
the remote triggering of audio playback sources, the MidiDog will sit comfortably in your MIDI setup, allowing simplified
triggering of audio cues, sound effects and it is ideal for click track playback systems. You can also connect to a PC or
Mac for bulk dumping of cue data, such as tracks names, via the included software.
Key features:
> Large LCD display to indicate current message
value, next output message and pending track name
> Desk-top design with 8 large illuminated pushbutton
switches
> 4 'Cuelist' buttons, and 4 'Hotkey' buttons
> 'GO' button will output incremental values of Program
Change or Note On Messages (USER SELECTABLE)
> 'STOP' button to output specific MIDI ‘STOP’ string
> ‘Hotkey’ buttons output specific pre-defined MIDI
messages for repeatable trigger actions

> Increment ‘+’ and De-increment ‘-’ buttons to allow
cueing of specific cues or messages
> Long-Drive MIDI capability to allow cable runs up to
100m
> 12VDC powered via locking DC connector
> User programmable to Include Additional Cue data
such as track names via PC and MAC OS Remote
Software

The Nemesis range of show control hardware was
created to address a specific gap in the market for
powerful, reliable and flexible show control and audio
playback solutions. Designed specifically for the
challenging theatre and live entertainment environments,
and manufactured to the highest British engineering
standards, the Nemesis design objective is to provide a
fully specified and highly resilient set of control and
redundancy hardware, enabling engineers to achieve
seamlessly integrated performances.
With Nemesis behind the scenes, the show will go on –
without unwanted interruptions and with ultimate control.
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